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With your help,
One Hundred
Miles protects
and preserves
Georgia’s
100-mile
coast through
advocacy,
education,
and citizen
engagement.

Fighting for the Things We Believe In
One Hundred Miles is here because we love Georgia’s coast more than any other place in
the world—and we want to see these 100 miles protected for generations to come.
Our past year was defined by our deep connections to our coast and the willingness to
stand up for what is right. On issue after issue, you helped us effect positive and
long-lasting change across our 100 miles. Join us at OneHundredMiles.org.

Our issues in 2020-21 were more than just work. For the

staff, board, and supporters of One Hundred Miles, they were personal. From
protecting the legacy of nearly 60 years of loggerhead sea turtle conservation
efforts to stopping a dangerous mine from harming our beloved Okefenokee
Swamp—OHM staff left it all on the line this year, working day and night to make
a positive difference for the coast we love.

Here’s how you helped us stand up for Georgia’s coast in 2021.

WE’RE FIGHTING FOR...

WE’RE FIGHTING FOR...

WE’RE FIGHTING FOR...

WE’RE FIGHTING FOR...

the turtles we know by name

the wild heart of Georgia

the survival of a species

the history of our landscape

Georgians love their sea turtles.
Every summer, hundreds of staff
and volunteers work day and
night to ensure their survival—and
residents and visitors visit our
coast for a chance to witness their
ancient nesting rituals in person.

The ‘Land of the Trembling Earth’
is home to the largest wilderness
area east of the Mississippi.
Alligators, wading birds, turtles,
and black birds all make their
home in the Okefenokee’s peat
beds, cypress forests, and
tannin-soaked waters, while
more than 600,000 visitors
annually flock to the Swamp,
which was designated as a
National Wildlife Refuge in 1937.

We’re watching North Atlantic
right whales disappear before
our very eyes. Long considered
the “right” whale to hunt, today
they are critically endangered
due to deaths from ship strikes
and commercial fishing gear
from lobster and snow crab
fisheries. With fewer than
400 individual whales—and
crucially, only about 100 calving
females— remaining on the
planet, scientists predict that
without dramatic action, this
gentle species could become
functionally extinct within the
next 20 years.

Often overlooked by drivers
speeding down I-95, McIntosh
County is a hidden jewel of our
coast. Its vast landscape of salt
marshes and rivers are speckled
with shrimp boats and wildlife.
McIntosh is home to Sapelo
Island and Hogg Hummuck,
the last intact Gullah Geechee
community in the Sea Islands of
Georgia.

So when the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers announced plans to
overturn winter dredging windows
that had been in place for more
than 30 years, public outcry was
swift. Last March, more than 1,500
people answered our call and
submitted comments regarding
the proposed changes.
Even so, in defiance of these
voices and over the objections
of our state biologists, the
Corps pushed forward with their
reckless plan—one that would
have jeopardized loggerheads’
recovery and nearly six decades
of conservation efforts.
OHM, represented by the
Southern Environmental Law
Center, took the Corps to court—
and won! In May, U.S. District
Judge Stan Baker granted
our motion for a preliminary
injunction, halting all spring and
summer hopper dredging in 2021.
And the Corps conceded that we
would have ultimately succeeded
on the merits, admitting they had
violated federal law in failing to
conduct an environmental review
of their actions.
It was a tremendous victory, but
we’re continuing our advocacy
and legal efforts to ensure these
protections remain in place.

An ill-conceived titanium mining
proposal continues to threaten
this irreplaceable ecological
and cultural resource. Its fate
now hinges on Georgia’s leaders
and the state’s Environmental
Protection Division (GA EPD).
OHM is a proud member of the
Okefenokee Protection Alliance,
a 40-member group from across
the Southeast and across the
country. Along with our partners,
we’ve led a robust outreach
campaign across the region to
engage residents in the Swamp’s
protection. As a result, more than
40,000 comment letters have
been sent to GA EPD to date!
At the same time, OHM
is investigated permitting
requirements to hold local and
state governments accountable.
And we’ve worked alongside
the Georgia Water Coalition to
educate elected leaders about
the mine’s dangers. In April,
Senators Warnock and Ossoff
weighed in, urging caution and
requesting assistance from the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
fully evaluating the risks.

Coastal Georgians know we can’t
sit back and let that happen.
That’s why OHM is committed to
giving advocates the tools they
need to effect change. In 2021,
we launched our statewide “Eat
Local, Not Lobster” campaign
to educate consumers and
restaurant goers about the
impacts of the lobster and snow
crab industries and to encourage
sustainable, local choices.
Meanwhile, we worked with
our partners to advocate for
change at the federal level.
This spring, we lobbied for
the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) to strengthen
rules governing lobster and
snow crab fisheries. Our outreach
helped to generate hundreds of
letters from advocates and state
elected officials to NMFS, asking
for emergency action to impose
stricter regulations of the vertical
ropes used to catch lobster and
snow crab.

Last fall, OHM organized a
series of community listening
sessions to discuss the future
of the Huston House on Butler
Island. More than 150 people
attended, including descendants
of enslaved individuals and
plantation owners, local and
state elected officials, and
Georgia DNR representatives.
We also provided support for
the newly-formed Butler Island
Coalition, which is working
towards the establishment of a
nonprofit dedicated to sharing
the true human history and
ecology of Butler Island.
When a proposed private
recreational dock threatened
to alter the cultural integrity of
Hogg Hummuck, we helped
leaders within the community
host informational meetings
and send comment letters in
opposition to the permit to the
U.S. Corps of Engineers. And
earlier this year, we organized an
advocacy campaign to maintain
public access to the Darien
River that was threatened by a
new hotel and condominium
development in downtown
Darien.

Sea turtle photo by Kelly Thompson; Okefenokee photo by Ian Wilson; .Right whale photo by Nick Hawkins; Butler Island photo by Evangellio Gonzales. All other photos by OHM staff and participants.

With the backdrop of an enduring global pandemic, it wasn’t always easy. But
we found creative ways to expand our coalition of supporters and advocates
and to amplify the voices on our coast further than ever before. Along the way,
we made progress that will carry us into the future in critical ways.

Telling All the Stories: Our Commitment to Social,
Racial, and Environmental Justice
The social and economic crises that came to light during the Covid-19 pandemic made
one thing clear: we must all do our part to fight racism. At One Hundred Miles, we have
reaffirmed our commitment to making our coast a more equitable and just place for all who
love it. Because we realize something very important—the systems that failed Ahmaud
Arbery are the very same ones that have allowed toxins to remain in Brunswick’s waterways
for decades and are now failing to address the looming threat of climate change along our
coast or to tell the true story of what happened on Butler Island. The fight for social and
environmental justice is one and the same.
Over the past year, we’ve worked to ensure that our core values and commitment to justice
is infused into everything that we do. We partnered with communities of color in McIntosh
County to advocate for equitable zoning and access to historic sites. In the City of Brunswick,
we’ve worked with our partners to advocate for the remediation of Superfund sites and
flooding in low-lying communities. During the 2021 legislative session, we advocated for the
passage of HB 339, which would establish a commission with the authority to intervene in
state agency proceedings on matters related to environmental justice.
Our annual conference featured far-reaching conversations about race and the environment
and how we as conservationists can do better. As one panelist, the writer and ecologist Dr.
Drew Lanham, remarked afterwards, “One Hundred Miles looks to tell ALL the stories, for all

the people—both bitter and sweet.”

Meanwhile, we are establishing a group of advisors on racism, environmental policy, and
conservation that will help our organization develop a policy agenda that results in more
equitable access to clean air and water, wildlife, and land. Rest assured that our commitment
is here to stay for the long haul—not because it is newsworthy, but because it is right.

Lessons Learned in the Age of Covid-19
There’s no denying it: we live in a whole new world, and we aren’t going back anytime soon. The global pandemic upended our lives and
routines in 2020 and 2021, but in many ways we’ve emerged as a stronger and more resourceful organization. During our conference, monthly
education lectures, and community meetings, our investment in remote technology has allowed us to reach far beyond our 100 miles, engaging
those that—whether due to distance or scheduling challenges—might not otherwise be able to participate. (This year’s conference attendees
hailed from as far away as France and Australia!) With the help of our YELP students, we were able to design creative new ways to reach
young people online. And in the absence of face-to-face meetings, we expanded our ability to connect residents and visitors with their elected
representatives—ensuring that our coast was always top of mind when important decisions were being made, from local city halls to the Gold
Dome in Atlanta and the halls of Congress in Washington, D.C.
More than ever, this year we sought solace in the great outdoors and were reminded, time and time again, that our coast has never been so
important. In our work this year and moving forward, we remain committed to advocating for green space funding and zoning policies that
require the establishment of parks and the conservation of land, offering field trips for learners of all ages to experience our coast first-hand, and
connecting volunteers to wildlife opportunities that help them better understand our place in the natural world

Our Year in Conservation

Dear friends,
Our coast is at the heart of everything we do at One Hundred Miles. It centers
us as we live through a global health crisis, economic disruptions, and painful
events that demonstrate the continued force of systemic racism and inequality.

2020-21 By The Numbers!

Especially in times like these, it is a rare privilege to be able do work that’s both
professionally and personally meaningful. We don’t take these responsibilities
lightly. Like you, we choose to be part of One Hundred Miles because we care
deeply about the world we are leaving for our children and grandchildren.
We’re fighting for a better coast—for the wildlife we cherish, the special places
that have captured our imaginations, the people we love.

1,110

annual members!

The past year has been one of the most challenging imaginable, but it has also
provided significant opportunities for positive change. Today, more of us than
ever before understand the need for a healthy environment and the
importance of engaged advocates who stand up to make their voices heard
on the issues that matter most.

16,730

Without you, none of this work would be possible. Your voices, your passion,
and your commitment are helping us create the future we want to see. I hope
you’ll take some time to reflect on the stories shared in this FY21 report and
the positive progress you have helped us make—and share in the excitement
of what’s to come.

coastal advocates

Sincerely,

Megan Desrosiers, President/CEO

FY21 Operating Snapshot
Foundations &
Corporations 45%

Fundraising 8%

EXPENSES

Events/Misc 1%

REVENUES

PPP Forgiven
Loan 12%

1

new building—coming
soon in
Spring 2022!
new building—coming in Spring
2022!

Admin 11%
Programs
81%

In FY21, 81% of OHM’s expenses were allotted to our mission-related programs—
exceeding the nonprofit standard. This summary is derived from our draft 7/1/206/30/21 financial statements. Once completed, copies of our audited financial
statements and IRS 990 forms will be available by request.

Annual Report

Muhly Grass ($25,000+): Anonymous (3) • Bobolink Foundation • R. Howard Dobbs, Jr. Foundation •●
The Kaufmann Fund • Laura Richards ●• The Sapelo Foundation ●• Southwire •● Yaupon Holly
($10,000 - $24,999): Adelphia Foundation ●• The Azalea Fund ●• Chemours •● Lucy and Mark
Crosswell ●• Shearon and Taylor Glover ●• Sandy and Jack Halsey ●• Walter and Judy Hoyt Family
Fund ●• Patagonia ●• Johanna and Jonas Reisinger •● The Maria and Charles Sparkman Family
Foundation •● Sea Oxeye Daisy ($5,000 - $9,999): Anonymous (2) •● Yum and Ross Arnold •
Cumberland Island Conservancy •● Connie and Glen Darbyshire •● Allen J. Dennis, Jr. •● FThree
Foundation •● Gulfstream Aerospace •● Jinks Family Foundation •● Donald and Marilyn Keough
Foundation •● Knobloch Family Foundation •● Sally and Allen McDaniel •● Mills Bee Lane Foundation •●
The Phoenix Fund •● John Sibley •● Catherine and Frederick Waddell •● Janine and Jonathan Weller •●
Spanish Moss ($2,500-$4,999): Anonymous •● Joanna and Al Adams •● Cort and John Atkinson •●
The Joan S. and Charles W. Coker Foundation •● Sylvia and Charles Coker •● Megan Desrosiers •●
The Harousseau Family •● The Hugh M. Inman Foundation, Inc •● Carla and Ron Kalil •● ● Wendy and
Richard Lenz •● Massey Charitable Trust •● Shelley and Jim Renner •● Nancy and David Weitnauer •●
Sawtooth Palmetto ($1,000-$2,499): Anonymous (3) •● Mary Adams •● Shirley Wright and Dennis
Alexander •● The Jim and Burch Barger Charitable Foundation •● Amy Pavlou and Steve Barr •●
Tori and Braye Boardman •● Keith Calhoun •● Boog and Sam Candler •● Leslie and Mac Carlton •●
Wendi Clifton •● Coastal Barrier Island Foundation •● Diane Cory •● Tenille Cromwell •● Camille & Peter
Edwards and Family •● Jennifer Fabrick •● Georgia DNR Foundation •● Deby Glidden •● ● Leslie and Philip
Graitcer •● Norwood and John Grinalds •● Carolyn Hayes •● Lorill and Patrick Haynes III •● ● Hoyt-Jolley
Foundation •● Betty and James Hunter •● Kim and Kevin Iocovozzi •● Diana and Bruce Jacobs •●
James Kluttz •● Patricia and Mark Lusted •● Nancy Clair Laird McInaney •● Patricia McLeod •●
M.K. Pentecost Ecology Fund at Savannah Presbytery •● Jennie Morawetz •● Bess and Andrew Muir •●
Linda and Bob Muir •● ● Susan and Don Myers •● The Colleen & Sam Nunn Family Foundation •●
Diane and Henry Parkman •● Page Pate •● Sonal and Russell Patel-Cochran •● Audrey Platt •●
Vicki and David Pope •● ● Rayonier AM Foundation •● Karen and Clay Rolader • Leigh Kirkland and Bob
Sattelmeyer •● Shelby Schavoir •● Susan Shipman •● Chris Slay •● Dale and Sonny Thorpe •● Sandy
Turbidy •● Kathy and Scott Warden •● Suzie Williams •● Gail Wolflick •● John S. Yow Charitable Fund •●
Frances A. Zwenig Fund

2,448

countries had participants
attend our Choosing
to Lead conference

staff hours spent on Zoom

youth leaders learned how to change the world!

2021

One Hundred Miles Spartina Society

21,926

17

Roy Richards, Jr. (Chairman) • Joanna Adams • Jim
Barger • Scott Coleman • Mark Crosswell • Glen
Darbyshire • Sally McDaniel • Shelley Renner • Laura
Richards • Susan Shipman • John Sibley • Josiah Watts

This list reflects Spartina Society donations from July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021.
Please visit OneHundredMiles.org for a complete donor listing.

29states & 4

comment letters sent to
decision-makers from
OHM advocates

Our revenue numbers include a federal Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan
that was received in FY2020 and forgiven in FY21. They do not include a second
PPP loan, which was received in FY21 to help us cover operating expenses and
has not yet been forgiven.

Thank you to our dedicated supporters.

46,322

petitions sent to Camden
residents in opposition to
Spaceport Camden

Individual Giving 42%

2021 Board of Directors
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